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Welcome to the March/April 
edition of The Fishkeeper for 
2020. Another edition packed 

with information that we hope you 
enjoy.
My pick of the freshwater articles in 
this edition has to go to the stunning 
little dwarf cichlid, the Checkerboard 
Cichlid, Dicrossus filamentosus. This 
is a stunning little species of cichlid 
which is very common in its natural 
environement. Having seen these in 
the wild a couple of years ago, they 
really captured my heart and through 
this I will finally be adding them to my 
ever growing collection. They are just 
beautiful.

With regards to marines, I would 
have to choose the Liopropoma Reef 
Basslets. A family of grouper whch are 
not only the most colourful you will 
find  but are of a size of which most 
aquarists will be able to keep them and 
experience the  incredible character 
which this family of fish possess.

Over the last year it was decided to make the magazine free of charge to 
our South African readers. Unfortunately due to growing costs over the 
last year we have had to make a decision that The Fishkeeper will no 
longer be available free of charge but will be offered at what we feel is a 
reasonable amount for covering the costs of the magazines production. 
In order to create the best publication for our readers, The Fishkeeper will 
be available at an annual cost of R150 to our South African readers. It will 
also be available per issue on our app at international rates. Don’t worry 
our international readers, there is also a subscription offer available for you 
on our app as well as pocket mags. Our app is available on Google Play 
Store for Apple and IOS users. In order to find it, just type The Fishkeeper 
into your search bar.

If you would like to make the most of our subscription offer for South African 
readers then please email us at editor@thefishkeeper.co.za.

We hope you enjoy this issue! Happy reading, and happy fishkeeping!

The Editor

Editorial

Above: Dicrossus filamentosus
Below: Liopropoma carmabi
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About the Editor!
Matt Needham was born in Durban in 1985. 
His passion for fish began at a very young 
age with picking up his first aquarium at the 
age of 10 as a Christmas present. Around 
the time he was 16 he had 20 tanks and 
had started working at his local petshop on 
weekends, where he was approached to run 
their fish section. 
Once he had finished school he attended 
the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal where 
he acquired a degree in Environmental 
sciences life stream. During this period he 
had purchased approximately 100 tanks and 
had begun to breed freshwater Angelfish on 
a commercial scale, with around 20 pairs 
spawning. After University he moved to the 
UK for a couple of seasons to pursue his 
cricket career and unfortunately shut down 
his breeding operation where he bred well 
over 50 different species of fish with great 
success, with the majority of these being 
Cichlids. During this period he studied a 
Diploma in Ichthyology through the Institute 
of Animal Health Care in the UK. 
On his arrival back into the country in 2010, he 
inquired about a potential position at uShaka 

SeaWorld under SAAMBR. He started working there 
as an intern in January 2011 of which he then received 
a full time position as an Aquarist in the aquarium 
from April that year, where he worked with various 
species of marine fish, elasmobranchs and corals. 
During his time at SAAMBR he has been involved 
with numerous projects ranging from reproduction of 
fish at the aquarium and helping ORI with coral work 
in Sodwana Bay. In 2017 he won an award at the Pan 
African Association for Zoos and Aquaria conferance 
for his presentation on the captive spawning of the 
coral Acropora appressa and linking it to the wild. 
In 2013 Matt was invited along as a representative 
on an Amazon fisheries project called Project Piaba. 
The goal of the project was to help the local fisherman 
improve their methods of capturing wild caught 
specimens for the aquarium hobby. In doing this it kept 
them in a self sustainable industry instead of moving 
over to destructive practices such as forestry and 
mining. 
Matt has well over 20 years of experience in the 
commercial trade and breeding of ornamental fish 
and has regularly contributed to The Fishkeeper over 
the years. He was approached mid way through 2019 
with regards to taking over the production of The 
Fishkeeper.

Above and Below: The Editor with two different species of Loricariidae 
found along tributaries of the Rio Negro river, Brazil.
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Freshwater

The 
Checkerboard 
Dwarf Cichlid

By: Radek Bednarczuk

“This dwarf cichlid lives in schools and larger 
groups, usually staying above the thick layer of 

fallen leaves, in which it will hide when faced with 
a threat.”

Dicrossus filamentosus
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Dwarf cichlids from South America have 
enjoyed undiminished popularity among 
hobbyists all over the world for many 

years. This is largely related to their small size, 
which does not require their keepers to possess 
huge aquaria. Other benefits to these fish are 
their attractive appearance, interesting repertoire 
of behaviors, and mode of reproduction. Species 
of the genus Dicrossus may not be as popular as 
Apistogramma species, but I can assure you that 
they are equally interesting and beautiful.
Dicrossus filamentosus (Ladiges 1958) was 
originally placed in the genus Crenicara, which 
consisted of all known cichlids featuring a 
checkerboard-like pattern on their bodies. In 1990 
Kullander created the genus Dicrossus to separate 
the small, slender species from the bigger, deep-
bodied ones, which he left in the genus Crenicara.

Appearance
A characteristic pattern on the body of these dwarf 
cichlids is two rows of square black spots, not 
unlike a checkerboard, that run along the center 
of the flank and below the dorsal fin. Depending 
on the mood of the fish, the lower row of spots can 
expand, forming a stripe that runs from the tip of 

“A characteristic pattern on the body of these dwarf cichlids is two rows of 
square black spots, not unlike a checkerboard, that run along the center of 

the flank and below the dorsal fin.”

the snout to the base of the caudal fin, while the 
row above it (below the dorsal fin) can disappear. 
The body of these attractive cichlids is slender, 
elongated, and copper-colored, the snout is blunt, 
and the mouth small.

Distribution in Nature
These dwarf cichlids inhabit the vast rivers of the 
Amazon, the entire upper western catchment of 
the Rio Orinoco, and the central and upper Rio 
Negro region of Brazil. Dicrossus filamentosus 
can be found in small forest streams, where the 
bottom is covered with leaf litter and a tangle of 
branches and roots. In this environment aquatic 
plants are a rarity, apart from the areas near the 
banks.
This dwarf cichlid lives in schools and larger 
groups, usually staying above the thick layer of 
fallen leaves, in which it will hide when faced with 
a threat. The pH in their natural environment falls 
in the range of 4.5 to 5, and the general hardness 
is below 1 dGH.

Conditions in the Aquarium
In order to maintain these fish, it is important to 
keep up to about a dozen specimens of the same 
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as well as having bactericidal 
and fungicidal properties. These 
leaves also simulate the natural 
environment in which this cichlid 
lives.
Plants can be added to make the 
tank less austere, but they must be 
of the kind that will tolerate well the 
parameters of the water in which 
they are to grow—for instance 
Microsorum, Amazon swords, or 
Java moss.
As far as feeding is concerned, 
the food—because of their little 
mouths—should be of small size, 
such as frozen crustaceans like 
daphniaor brine shrimp (Artemia), 
as well as mosquito larvae. They 
can also be trained to take high-
quality dry foods.

Reproduction
The males have a lyrate caudal fin 
with filaments at the top and bottom. 
They are also more colorful than 
the females and attain a length of 
about 9 cm (3 to 3½ inches), while 
the females grow up to 6 cm (2¼ 
inches). They lack the blue and red 
spots on their bodies and fins, and 
their caudal fin is rounded. When 
the pair is ready to spawn, the 
ventral fins of the female become a 

solid salmon red, while those of the 
male become red-and-blue striped.
The largest obstacle to breeding 
these fish are the chemical 
parameters of the water. It is 
much easier to breed captive-
reared specimens because those 
that come directly from the wild 
require a hardness of only a few 
microSiemens and a pH below 5.
But in most cases, water with a pH 
of 6 to 6.5, hardness of 1 to 3 dGH, 
and a temperature of 26° to 29°C 
(78° to 84°F) would be enough 
to guarantee breeding success. 
The water for the spawning tank 
is best obtained from an RO unit 
and prepared with mineral salts 
intended for dwarf cichlids of South 
America.
For lucky owners of a mated 
pair, the spawning—as is typical 
with cichlids—will begin with 
spectacular courtship rituals. This 
species is best bred in harems—
assuming, naturally, that the tank 
is big enough and the correct 
number of fish are on hand. The 
spawning is initiated by the female, 
who leads the male to a previously 
cleaned site. If everything goes 
well, the eggs, ivory or pale amber 
in color and a few dozen to a few 

“The males have a lyrate caudal fin with filaments at the 
top and bottom.” 

species, preferably with companion 
fish such as Apistogramma spp. 
and dwarf Crenicichla spp., or 
small characins like the popular 
neon tetra. In the aquarium, decor 
plays an important role when it 
provides numerous hiding places in 
the form of coconut shells, petrified 
wood, driftwood, or pottery pipes, 
where the weaker or dominated 
individuals can find shelter.
The aquarium does not have to be 
high, but it is important that it should 
be relatively long—preferably no 
less than 120 cm (4 feet) in length. 
This species keeps to the bottom 
level of the tank.
Dark sand can be used as 
substrate; a substrate that is too 
bright carries the risk of spooking 
the fish. It is advisable to include a 
few large pieces of dark wood, as 
this background will allow the fish to 
display the whole spectrum of their 
colors. The lighting should be rather 
muted and not too bright. Excellent 
filtration is also important, as well as 
good aeration and frequent water 
changes so that nitrates remain 
low—preferably undetectable with 
aquarium tests—not to mention the 
nitrites, which shouldn’t be there 
at all, as Dicrossus filamentosus 
is sensitive to poor water quality. 
The water current in the aquarium 
should not be too strong, however, 
to avoid causing discomfort to the 
fish—as I have already mentioned, 
they live in quiet, still waters.
Do not forget the correct water 
parameters, either—that is, general 
hardness below 5 dGH and a pH 
of about 4 to 6.5. The temperature 
should fall in the range of 26° to 
28°C (79° to 82°F). Neglecting 
water quality and a failure to provide 
the correct physical and chemical 
parameters will negatively impact 
the health of checkerboard dwarf 
cichlids. A good addition to the 
tank would be the leaves of the 
tree Terminalia catappa, which not 
only serve as an area for refuge 
but release valuable compounds 
into the water, which, among 
other things, slightly lower the pH 
and stimulate the fish to spawn, 
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hundred in number, are laid on a hard surface 
such as a stone. The female then undertakes 
the responsibility of caring for the eggs while the 
male defends the territory. Interestingly, after egg 
deposition the ventral fins of the female lose their 
red coloration, which is only regained after a few 
weeks when her offspring are fully independent. 
The male is best separated from the female, for it 
often happens that he eats his brood.
At a temperature of 28° to 29°C (82° to 84°F) the 
larvae hatch in about two days, and then the female 
moves them to pre-dug pits in the substrate. After 
about five to eight days the young become free-
swimming and can be fed with freshly hatched 
Artemia, microworms, and powdered dry foods. 
The female’s parental care can last for a few 
weeks.
Sometimes the egg plaque begins to fungus, 
and this can be treated to some extent by adding 
fungicides to the water, or delicately transferring 
all the eggs (together with the substrate—a rock, 
for instance) to a separate incubation tank, which 
can be a small, even 5-liter (1½-gallon) aquarium. 
It should be well-aerated and filled with water of 
the same physical and chemical parameters as 

“A good addition to the tank would be the leaves of the tree Terminalia catappa, which not only serve as 
an area for refuge but release valuable compounds into the water, which, among other things, slightly 
lower the pH and stimulate the fish to spawn, as well as having bactericidal and fungicidal properties.”

that in the spawning tank. A fungicide should also 
be added here, and those eggs that have already 
fungused should be immediately removed. 
Also remember that water changes should be 
performed regularly, and debris removed from the 
bottom. The fry should then grow very quickly.

Summary
Dicrossus filamentosus are fish for experienced 
aquarists who have practiced in the hobby for 
some time. To sum up: A long tank, excellent 
filtration, proper physical and chemical 
parameters, frequent water changes, high-quality 
food, and, of course, a mated pair are the keys to 
breeding success. Reproduction of this species of 
dwarf cichlid will probably be a challenge for any 
aquarium hobbyist.

References
The Cichlid Room Companion: www.cichlidae.
com
Konings, A. 2003. Enjoying Cichlids. Cichlid Press. 
Germany. 240 pp.
Römer, U. 2001. Cichlid Atlas, Vol. 1. Mergus 
Verlag. Melle, Germany. 1312 pp.
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Marine

Leopards 
for the Reef!

Once considered difficult to keep, wrasses 
of the genus Macropharyngodon are good 
candidates for modern reef systems with 

plenty of hiding places and passive tankmates.

The common name “leopard wrasses” might imply 
that these members of the Macropharyngodon 

genus are as tough as big cats. Unfortunately, 
that is not the case, as the common name mainly 
refers to the spotted appearance sported by most 
members of the species. The wrasses’ stealthy, 
stalking feline behavior is also reminiscent of their 
namesake.
The 10 or so described species of leopards are 

Should you have a very well-established, large, healthy reef tank 
and are looking for a small, colorful fish addition that exhibits 

interesting behavior, consider the leopard wrasses.“

By: Bob Fenner
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Above: Potter’s Leopard Wrasse (Macropharyngodon geoffroy)

Left Main: Rare Wrasse (Macropharyngodon bipartitus)

Below: Guinea Fowl Wrasse (Macropharyngodon meleagris)

small (reaching only 4 to 6 inches 
at maximum) and feed by sifting 
the sand and searching for small 
invertebrates among the live rock. 
They are extremely shy overall 
and can only be kept healthy and 
happy for any real length of time 
in an established reef system of 
good size. Unfortunately, even 
when provided a large, established 
reef, many specimens die within a 
few weeks of capture due to stress 
from collection and transport.

Species on Parade
Several species are somewhat 
commonly available, though none 
are available all the time.

Rare Wrasse 
Macropharyngodon bipartitus
M. bipartitus comes from the 
western Indian Ocean. It grows to 
about 5 inches in length. Like most 
members of the genus, it exhibits 
sexual dichromatism (exhibits a 
different color depending on the 
gender of the individual) and is 
a protogynous hermaphrodite (it 
begins its lifecycle as a female and 
becomes a male with increased 
dominance status).

Choat’s Wrasse 
M. choati
Coming only from east Australia, M. 
choati are rare and expensive. This 
is a small species that reaches up 
to 3 inches in length. While many 
in this genus display orange or red 
coloration, typically in the form of 
highlights, it is usually against a 
green or dark background. This 
species is unique in that it features 
orange or red coloration on a 
silvery background, which makes 
for an interesting contrast.

Potter’s Leopard Wrasse 
M. geoffroy
Being a Batesian mimic of Potter’s 
dwarf angelfish Centropyge potteri, 
M. geoffroy is often called the 
Potter’s leopard wrasse. Its range 
is from Hawai‘i to Micronesia and 
the East Indies. This is a very 
delicate species.

Guinea Fowl Wrasse 
M. meleagris
M. meleagris is the most common 
species in this genus offered to 
the aquarium trade. Simply called 
the leopard wrasse or guinea fowl 
wrasse, it is found in the Indo-
Pacific from the Cocos (Keeling) 
Islands to the Western Pacific. 
Looking at one it is easy to see why 
these fish are associated with a 
leopard’s coloration. It grows to 6 
inches in length.

Black Leopard Wrasse 
M. negrosensis
The black leopard wrasse M. 
negrosensis is usually offered as a 
miscellaneous item. Only the ones 
imported from Australia generally 
survive. 
It ranges in the Indo-Pacific from 
the Andaman Sea to Samoa. It 
reaches about 5 inches in length.

Ornate Leopard Wrasse 
M. ornatus
The ornate leopard wrasse 
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Above: Black Leopard Wrasse (Macropharyngodon negrosensis)

Below: Ornate Leopard Wrasse (Macropharyngodon ornatus)

Macropharyngodon ornatus is 
found in the Indo-Pacific from Sri 
Lanka to New Guinea. The best 
specimens are exported from 
Australia and Sri Lanka. It grows 
slightly larger than 5 inches.

Behavior
I have alluded to these fishes’ 
penchant for zooming about 
their captive and natural reefs 
continuously during the day. 
However, they are notable for 
burrowing and staying under the 
surface of sand substrates at night, 
or when frightened. It is also possible 
that Macropharyngodon may dive 
into the sand on first introduction 
and stay there for days. This flight 
may not necessarily be from fear; 
they are likely just adjusting their 
circadian rhythm after having been 
caught and shipped through several 
time zones. Other than checking to 
see if the wrasse jumped out onto 
the floor, I urge patience. Do not 
stir the sand up to find your errant 
wrasse. Be assured that with time, 
it will resurface.

Compatibility
Macropharyngodon wrasses rarely 
harass invertebrates other than 
smaller worms, mollusks, and 
crustaceans. They get along with all 
other reef fishes, with the exception 
at times of members of their own 
genus. When keeping multiple 
leopard wrasses, place them in 
the tank all at once, or barring this, 
introduce only a single male per 
system, and a smaller, initial phase 
individual in turn. To be clear, only 
one male should reside in any given 
tank unless it is of huge volume, 
with only one female unless the 
system is hundreds of gallons in 
volume. These fishes are generally 
encountered in the wild in groupings 
of smallish females with perhaps 
a few sexually undifferentiated 
young swimming about with them 
in tow. Occasionally, if you have 
good vision and are keenly looking 
about, you may see a male (they 
are wary of divers), perhaps with a 
larger female in association.

Sammara Squirrelfish (Neoniphon samara) 
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There are times when similar-looking wrasse 
species do conflict with leopards, with some 
Pseudocheilinus, Thalassoma, Coris, and 
Halichoeres wrasses notably fighting them 
for territory. Hawkfishes (cirrhitids) and some 
dottybacks (pseudochromids) may also vie with 
leopard wrasses. If any of these fishes must be 
stocked with Macropharyngodon species, the 
leopard wrasses should be placed first.

Selection
Leopard wrasses can be quite hardy, but they are 
vulnerable to starvation like mandarin dragonets. 
They need to be provided with the right types 
of foods on a regular basis. If you doubt the 
sustainability of your substrates in producing such 
live foods, I strongly encourage that you utilize a 
high-quality, completely nutritious, and palatable 
prepared staple.

For picking out good leopard wrasses at the store, 
look for clean, full bodies: undamaged fins, clear, 
bright eyes, regular breathing and swimming 
behavior, and no obvious damage about the 
mouth. Also make sure to perform the time-tested 

acid test to ensure that the fish will feed on the 
foods that will be offered.

Smaller, initial-phase (female) individuals adapt 
much more readily than already-male, larger 
specimens. These males almost always ship 
poorly, being too high strung to be confined to 
small spaces.

I class leopard wrasses with small blennies and 
gobies as species that should not be left at the 
store too long, a few days at most, perhaps even 
picking up on arrival if practical. The important 
take-home point here is to make sure you don’t 
procure too-thin specimens, as these rarely rally 
and return to a good index of fitness.

Systems
Leopard wrasses are best kept in a well-established 
reef system featuring a deep, fine sandbed and 
copious amounts of small crustaceans, worms, 
mollusks, and more. These fishes are avid 
burrowers, hence the need for finer, rounder (not 
angular like silicate) sand. Sugar-fine aragonite 
substrate is ideal. Avoid sharper, larger grades, 

“These fishes are generally encountered in the wild in groupings of smallish females with perhaps a few 
sexually undifferentiated young swimming about with them in tow.”
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which cause stress, damage, 
secondary infection, and death. 
Wholesalers often get by offering a 
small tray of appropriate sand.

These fish require stable, optimized 
water conditions and a good deal 
of substrate-derived live food items 
to subsist on. The operation of a 
vibrant, food-culturing refugium of 
size is certainly a bonus in their 
care.

Systems under 100 gallons with 
less than 100 pounds of good-
quality (mature but not too old) 
live rock need not apply, as the 
likelihood of success in keeping 
leopard wrasses in smaller systems 
is extremely small. They need room 
to move, have a sense of being 
able to get away, and surface area 
for foraging.

It is very important to completely 
cover the top of the system and 
not only have the water level down 
a few inches, as these labrids 
can really launch themselves out 
of systems with small-enough 
openings topside.

Feeding
The absolute need for nutritious 
foods has been mentioned enough. 
If you can’t provide live items, 
frozen/defrosted meaty foods 
of small size (mysids, cyclops, 
copepods, etc.) should be offered 
a few times (two, three, or more) a 
day, along with small pelleted food. 
To acquaint unfamiliar fishes with 
the pellets, successively mix some 
higher percentage of the dried 
sinking food in with other offerings. 
I’ve yet to see a fish that didn’t 
learn to take this food in a relatively 
short time.

Health
This may perhaps be inconsistent 
to what you’ve heard others 
advocate, but I would not quarantine 
Macropharyngodon spp. There’s 
much more to be potentially lost 
than gained. Delaying leopard 
wrasse placement in a permanent 

Above: Choat’s Wrasse (Macropharyngodon choati)

Above: Black Leopard Wrasse (Macropharyngodon negrosensis)

Above: Potter’s Leopard Wrasse (Macropharyngodon geoffroy)
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“Macropharyngodon wrasses rarely harass invertebrates other than smaller worms, mollusks, and crustaceans. 
They get along with all other reef fishes, with the exception at times of members of their own genus.”

display setting may bring added stress, likely 
damage (from the fish dashing about), and 
extended non-feeding. If anything, I might—if the 
specimens appear strong enough—subject them 
to a few minutes of a pH-adjusted freshwater bath 
to knock off possible external parasites.

Perhaps related to their adaptations to sand 
burrowing, these fishes rarely suffer from the 
usual external protozoan scourges of tropical reef 
fishes. If they’re to be treated for such, quinine 
compounds are strongly advised rather than dye, 
metal salts, or formalin-containing products.

Reproduction
Unlike many labrid genera, the sex of 
Macropharyngodon wrasses is easily 
distinguished. Terminal phase (male) individuals 
in good health are quite striking in appearance. 
Males are larger in body size, much more colorful, 
and definitely much shyer than females. Like other 
wrasses, they are protogynous hermaphrodites, 
first becoming functioning females from sexually 
undifferentiated juveniles and then becoming 
males.

Spawning events in captivity in hobbyist and 
institutional setups have been recorded, though 
no young have yet to be raised in captivity.

Providing a Home for Leopards
There were times when virtually all imported 
Macropharyngodon wrasses died within days to 
weeks of collection. It is likely that still more than 
half don’t survive the travails of collection, holding, 
and shipping. Many also meet their maker through 
improper housing and/or lack of available amounts 
of useful foodstuffs.
Despite all this, you can successfully keep 
these wrasses given practice at selecting good 
individuals and providing for their basic care 
as outlined here. Yes, the odds are not super 
when keeping these fishes, but their collection, 
holding, and shipping have greatly improved in 
recent years. Your likelihood of being able to buy 
successful specimens is good.

Should you have a very well-established, large, 
healthy reef tank and are looking for a small, 
colorful fish addition that exhibits interesting 
behavior, consider the leopard wrasses.
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A Fish with 
Piscinality!

By : Mike Hellweg

Freshwater

Over the years, I’ve worked with many 
species of killies from all around the 
world, but I keep finding myself drawn 

back to the very colorful group of killies from 
Cameroon and Nigeria known as the “gardneri 
group.” There just aren’t many other killies 
that can compare in terms of color, variation in 
challenge from beginner to expert, and overall 
just being enjoyable to keep. Above all, they 
exhibit a fun “piscinality” (pronounced pie-scene-

al-it-ee)—a new word I’ve coined, meaning 
“personality.” They are always out in the open, 
begging for food every time you walk by the tank 
and displaying for one another under the bright 
lights. The only drawback to these beautiful fish 
is that they are so darn hard to find. Most shops 
don’t even try to stock them. The few that do 
stock them find that they sell very slowly. I’m not 
sure why. Most colorful fish almost fly out the 
door!

 

“F. gardneri is a beautiful killie that is easy to 
keep and feed, and some variants can be hard 
enough to breed that even jaded hobbyists will 

find it a fun challenge.”

Fundulopanchax gardneri
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By : Mike Hellweg

Some Definitions and a Theory
Perhaps part of this phenomenon is the name 
“killie.” I’ve heard many new hobbyists confess 
that this name inspires a bit of trepidation. After 
all, it has the word “kill” right in it. And we killie 
nuts usually keep them isolated from other fish. 
That must be because they are so aggressive, 
right?
Just to clear this up, “killie” is a shortened version 
of the name “killifish,” which is based on the 
Dutch word “kill,” which refers to a small stream 
or body of water (a.k.a. creek) such as the ones 
that most killies are found in. Hence “killifish” 
are simply fish from small streams or creeks. Of 
course calling them “creekies” probably wouldn’t 
help, either. In any case, they are not homicidal 
fish. To improve their image, I think we should 
go back to calling them panchax, as they were 
known back in the early days of the hobby.
Killie hobbyists as a rule are very generous 
with their fish and with information. They have a 
well-earned reputation for giving away pairs to 
any new hobbyist who shows even the remotest 
interest in killies, so it isn’t likely that killie nuts 
themselves are scaring people away.
Killie enthusiasts often keep their fish in a 
manner that appears strange to the casual 
observer or new hobbyist. That is, they are 
notorious for keeping them in small, dark tanks. 
To them, “plants” often means a pile of acrylic 

spawning mops. In fact, most of the killies that 
lay their eggs among the plants in the wild are 
called “mop spawners” by killie hobbyists. I’ve 
been in a lot of water where “mop spawning” 
killies are found, and I’ve yet to see a single mop!
“Lighting” usually means a flashlight to a killie 
enthusiast. “Aquarium” or “tank” means any 
small container with a tight-fitting lid that can hold 
water. These can be jars, plastic storage boxes, 
disposable food containers, fish bowls, critter 
tanks, or small aquaria. I often find myself in 
other killie hobbyists’ fishrooms on my hands and 
knees peering into critter keepers with a flashlight 
to catch a glimpse of their absolutely stunning 
killies. I think this practice is one of the main 
reasons many new hobbyists shy away from the 
killie hobby. They want to see their fish, not hide 
them away on a bottom shelf! I will note right 
here that these types of tanks are not necessary 
for successful killie maintenance. You can enjoy 
your killies, especially members of the F. gardneri 
group, right out in the open in a normal aquarium. 
It’s just that with most killie hobbyists, function 
wins out over form, and small tanks with dim light 
and piles of mops work.

A Bit of Natural History
Fundulus gardneri was first described in 1911 by 
the Belgian zoologist George A. Boulenger. He 
named the species in honor of the first person 

“Newly hatched gardneri are large enough to take newly hatched Utah-strain brine shrimp nauplii right 
away, which is great because they are relatively inexpensive and easy to find.”
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to collect it, a gentleman named 
R. D. Gardner who reportedly 
collected them at Okwoga on a 
small tributary of the Cross River 
in Nigeria. They were first imported 
for the hobby beginning in 1913, 
and they have been available 
in specialist circles almost 
continuously ever since, though 
even today, hobbyists still travel to 
Nigeria, and more so Cameroon, 
to collect wild ones.

These killies are found in forest 
streams and in small streams out 
in the open savanna. Usually, 
they are the only Fundulopanchax 
species found in their particular 
stream. This is a bit unusual, as 
with many other killie species, a 
couple to several species from 
a single genus can be found 
together in the same area. For 
the most part, they are found 
in extremely shallow flowing 
water, but in at least one case (F. 
gardneri lacustris) they are found 
in a lake. Like many killies, they 
are often found in water merely 
an inch deep, and are reputed to 
be able to move from puddle to 
puddle by flipping or crawling. This 
means that jumping is a natural 
part of their behavioral repertoire. 
Keep their tank tightly covered! 
They can get through even a very 
tiny opening.

For a while, they were known 
as Aphyosemion gardneri, and 
in many texts, that is how you 
will still find them listed. The 
subgenus Fundulopanchax was 
elevated to full generic status and 
separated out of Aphyosemion 
about 40 years ago, and recent 
studies have confirmed that 
this is a valid separation. So 
currently they are known as 
Fundulopanchax gardneri, with 
the subspecies and location 
name usually following. Recently, 
Glen Collier has suggested that 
due to DNA differences, several 
of the subspecies should be re-
evaluated and possibly elevated 
to specific status, but a quick 

look at the California Academy of 
Sciences database shows that as 
of this writing, no one has made 
that re-evaluation and all are still 
considered subspecies.

A Lot of Variety
There are currently six recognized 
subspecies, each with one to 
several locality variants available 
in the hobby. Plus, at least one 
hobby-developed strain and 
a mystery strain are currently 
making the rounds.
The males have tremendous 
variation in coloration, but the 
pattern is remarkably stable 
throughout. Most males have 
colorful edging in either red or 
yellow on the outer rays of their 
caudal fin, which develops into a 
beautiful lyretail as the fish grow. 
They have bright-red spots on 
their flanks, and usually the same 
outer edging on their caudal is 
repeated in the dorsal and anal fin. 
Most will reach 3 inches (7.5 cm), 
and specimens of a few variants 
have been reported to reach 
nearly 4 inches (10 cm).
Females are a bit smaller and 
have an overall olive to tan body 
color with a few red spots. It is 
best not to mix strains together, 
as they will freely interbreed, and 
females are similar enough that 
it is difficult to differentiate them 
from one another.

 F. gardneri gardneri has several 
variants, with those from Lafia 
and Nsukka currently commonly 
available in aquarium circles. In 
my opinion, the Lafia variant is far 
and away the most spectacular of 
all these beautiful fish.
F. gardneri nigerianus is the 
most widespread subspecies, 
with several locality variants 
commonly available including 
Misaje (which is also available in 
a domestic albino form), Biassa, 
Jos Plateau, Makurdi (often listed 
as Makurdi “red”), Bassua, and 
Udi Mountain. Most authors have 
suggested that this be considered 
a full species—F. nigerianus—
while others suggest that all of 
the F. gardneri gardneri and F. 
g. nigerianus should simply be 
considered F. gardneri.
F. gardneri clauseni has one 
common variant from Akure with 
two color morphs, yellow and blue. 
These occur together, though 
hobbyists often separate them out. 
Some authors now consider this a 
full species: F. clauseni.
F. gardneri lacustris has one 
variant from Lake Ejagham. Some 
authors now consider this a full 
species: F. lacustris.
F. gardneri mamfensis has one 
variant from Mamfe. Some authors 
now consider this a full species: F. 
mamfensis.
F. gardneri obuduensis has one 

“There just aren’t many other killies that can compare in terms of color, 
variation in challenge from beginner to expert, and overall just being 

enjoyable to keep.” 
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variant from Obudu. As far as I’m 
aware, this subspecies has not 
yet been closely studied. It, too, is 
sometimes considered a separate 
species.
There is a mystery variety called 
F. gardneri nigerianus Innidere 
that is currently making the rounds 
and is even available occasionally 
in better fish stores. It reportedly 
comes from Oyo State in western 
Nigeria, but a quick look at a 
high-resolution map of Oyo State 
does not show the name. Is it a 
very tiny village or a tiny stream? 
I can’t say, and apparently neither 
can anyone else. Adding more 
to the confusion, there are two 
very different fish going around 
as Innidere! All I can say for sure 
is that they are stunning fish that 
make excellent ambassadors for 
the killie hobby. They are easy to 
keep and breed, colorful, relatively 
small at just under 3 inches (7.5 
cm), and outgoing, spending 
their time at the front of the tank, 
begging for food. They will eat 
pellet, flake, frozen, and live foods.

Give them a Real Home
Even though many killie hobbyists 
keep their fish in small, dark tanks, 
I like to see my fish. And I like 
to share their beauty with other 
hobbyists. I keep my F. gardneri 
in 10-gallon (38-liter) or larger 
tanks and right at eye-level so I 
can see and enjoy them whenever 
I’m in the fishroom. The tanks 
are well planted, tightly covered, 
and brightly lit. Even though 
some hobbyists report that at 
least some variants of F. gardneri 
spend most of their time hiding, 
in my experience with several of 
the commonly available variants, 
they don’t shy away from the 
light. They’re always out front 
and center, begging for food and 
attention and putting on a show 
just like an oscar.
Fortunately, most of the F. gardneri 
variants are very sociable with 
their keepers. They come to 
recognize them as the source of 
food and new water. They beg 

“The males have tremendous variation in coloration, but the pattern is 
remarkably stable throughout.”

“Fundulus gardneri was first described in 1911 by the Belgian zoologist 
George A. Boulenger.” 

for food when I’m working around 
their tank and get all excited 
when I’m doing a water change, 
swimming into the current of new 
water just like danios!
These days, there are many 
hobbyists with beautiful planted 
setups in those “plug and play” 
10- to 20-gallon (38- to 76-liter) 
tanks that are available in every 
shop. F. gardneri seems to be 
tailor-made for these tanks. So 
even if you only have one tank and 
aren’t interested in spawning your 
fish, they make a perfect addition 
to the peaceful community tank. 
Males do sometimes spar with one 
another, but the most damage I’ve 
seen is a torn fin. I’ve kept them 

with tetras, barbs, danios, cories, 
plecos, dwarf cichlids, and even 
livebearers with no problems.

Feeding
F. gardneri is a micro predator, 
feeding primarily on insects 
and crustaceans in the wild. 
Fortunately, they are good eaters 
and even wild-caught fish will 
take high-quality flake, pellet, 
frozen, freeze-dried, and live 
foods in captivity. The flakes and 
pellets should be designed for 
carnivorous fishes. I usually feed 
my fish once a day with a high-
quality flake, but when I’m trying 
to get them to breed, I switch to 
feeding live foods. I’ve never been 
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“The subgenus Fundulopanchax was elevated to full generic status and 
separated out of Aphyosemion about 40 years ago,”

“They lay eggs in the mud that withstand a short dry period, during which 
the water level may drop, and then hatch when the rains return and the 

water level rises again.”

able to get F. gardneri to spawn 
on just a diet of prepared foods, 
so I believe there is something in 
various live critters that is needed 
to stimulate either sperm or 
egg production. I feed live brine 
shrimp (newly hatched and adult), 
daphnia, fruit flies, flour beetles, 
Grindal worms, blackworms, and 
white worms. Occasionally, I’ll also 
add chopped up earthworms and 
juvenile cherry shrimp. Feeding 
them with live foods for a week 
or two before spawning is usually 
enough.
Newly hatched gardneri are large 
enough to take newly hatched 
Utah-strain brine shrimp nauplii 
right away, which is great because 
they are relatively inexpensive 
and easy to find. I feed my young 
gardneri twice a day, once with 
newly hatched brine shrimp and 
once with microworms (any of the 
available varieties—microworms, 
Walter worms, potato worms, 
banana worms, etc.—will work 
just fine). I’ll feed these foods 
exclusively for the first month and 
then start adding finely crushed 
flakes with one of the feedings, 
eventually working over to one 
feeding of flake and one of live 
foods. I continue this feeding 
regimen until they are ready to 
breed. At that time, I’ll cut down to 
one feeding a day except when I’m 
getting them ready for spawning.

Water Parameters
As you might guess from their 
wide distribution in the wild, F. 
gardneri are not too picky about 
water parameters as long as 
extremes are avoided. They will 
thrive at a pH between 6.0 and 
7.4, with total hardness from 
almost zero up to 300 ppm. For 
breeding, it is best to keep these 
in the middle, with a pH of 6.5–7.0 
and a total hardness around 
100–125 ppm. Exact numbers are 
unimportant. The same goes for 
water temperature. They prefer 
cooler water in the upper 60s to 
lower 70s Fahrenheit (upper-teens 
to lower 20s Celsius), so no heater 

Breeding
In the wild, F. gardneri are 
continuous spawners in places 
where rainfall is high and water 
levels are constant throughout 
the year. In other areas, they are 
almost what could be considered 
annual spawners. They lay eggs 
in the mud that withstand a short 
dry period, during which the 
water level may drop, and then 
hatch when the rains return and 
the water level rises again. In 
our aquaria, most variants are 
continuous spawners, spawning 
almost every day.
Most killie hobbyists consider them 
to be variable spawners, laying 

is needed as long as the room 
temperature will not go below 
about 64° Fahrenheit.
Filtration is optional, but water 
cleanliness is important. If you 
maintain your gardneri in a smaller 
tank (5 gallons [16 liters] or less), 
you don’t necessarily need a 
filter or aeration, but you need 
to change a large percentage of 
the water every few days to keep 
dissolved pollutants low. A sponge 
filter is more than adequate for 
a 5- to 10-gallon (16- to 38-liter) 
tank, providing plenty of filtration 
and some aeration at the same 
time.
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their eggs in floating or sinking mops, on the 
substrate, among fine-leaved plants, or even on 
the filter. Some of the more northerly species are 
reputed to be quite challenging, but I have not yet 
found any of the F. gardneri that I’ve worked with 
to be more than a moderate challenge.
The male can be a bit hard on the female, so it 
is generally recommended to have two females 
to every male. Surprisingly, you often get fewer 
eggs with this ratio than with a single pair. The 
reason for this became apparent after watching 
one of Atlanta-area hobbyist David Ramsey’s 
spawning videos. While the male spawns with 
one female, the other dashes in and eats the 
newly laid eggs! After seeing this a few years 
ago, I began using a single pair and found that I 
have much better levels of production.
Over the years I have tried all the recommended 
methods of getting the adults to spawn and 
handling the resultant eggs. I have even had 
F. gardneri nigerianus Udi Mountain spawn 
successfully in a quarantine tank with nothing but 
a layer of 1- to 2-mm gravel and a sponge filter.
My preferred method for promoting spawning 
is to set up a 10-gallon (38-liter) tank with a 
small sponge filter or mattenfilter, a large clump 
of Java moss (Taxiphyllum sp.) on the bottom 

attached to a rock, a large area of the surface 
covered with water sprite (Ceratopteris sp.) or 
hornwort (Ceratophyllum sp.), and several potted 
Cryptocoryne in the tank. Make sure there are 
no snails or shrimp, as many snail species and 
some shrimp species are not above a caviar 
snack. I have a layer of sand or fine (1- to 2-mm) 
quartz gravel about an inch deep on the bottom. 
The tank is brightly lit. I add a pair, feed live foods 
for a couple of weeks, and then remove the pair 
at about day 14. Usually, in a few days I’ll start 
seeing fry darting around the tank. At this time, 
I start adding newly hatched brine shrimp and 
microworms (as described earlier).
This method doesn’t produce a large number 
of fry, but you can reliably get a couple dozen 
each time you do it. This is more than enough to 
distribute to friends, keep your population going, 
and maybe even trade for food or supplies if your 
local shop is daring enough to want to try killies!
F. gardneri is a beautiful killie that is easy to keep 
and feed, and some variants can be hard enough 
to breed that even jaded hobbyists will find it a 
fun challenge. Pictures don’t do justice to these 
fish. You have to see them in person. Once you 
do, I’m sure that you’ll want to keep them over 
and over again—like I do.

“F. gardneri is a micro predator, feeding primarily on insects and crustaceans in the wild. Fortunately, they are good 
eaters and even wild-caught fish will take high-quality flake, pellet, frozen, freeze-dried, and live foods in captivity.”
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Marine

Shadow Dwellers! 
By: Scott W. Michael

to explore the world’s reefs. Most of the species 
collected before scuba were larger species 
taken with hook and line or by bottom trawls. 
However, some smaller species were acquired 
by more serendipitous means. For example, 
the first collected specimen of the ridgeback 
basslet ( L. mowbrayi) was one that had washed 
up on a beach after a storm, a specimen of the 
wrasse bass (L. eukrines) was taken from the 
stomach of a grouper, a many-lined reef basslet 
(L. multilineatum) was cut out of an emperor 
snapper, and an aurora bass (L. aurora) was 
found in the belly of a moray eel. Predatory fish 
apparently have fewer problems finding these 
fishes than the average diver!

Reef Basslet Distribution
At present, there are 29 described species. 

When you go diving on a coral reef for 
the first time, you cannot help but 
be overwhelmed by the spectacular 

diversity of fish life moving about the sunlit 
shallows—elegant, brightly colored species, 
like angelfishes, butterflyfishes, wrasses, 
and surgeonfishes.Liopropoma. These “wee 
groupers” are most at home in deep caves, under 
overhangs, and in the labyrinthine catacombs 
that permeate coral reefs.L. rubre) peering out 
from under shelving sheet coral (Agaricia spp.) 
on an early morning dive.

Serendipitous Discoveries
It should not be surprising that relatively few 
of the smaller reef basslets were known to 
ichthyologists before equipment was available 

“If you have not taken the 
plunge yet and kept one of 
these shadow dwellers, I 
would say you have missed 
out on learning more about 
a very fascinating group of 
fishes.” 

The Liopropoma reef BassLeTs
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The genus is represented in the Indian Ocean, 
Western Pacific to the Tropical Eastern Pacific, 
as well as the tropical Atlantic. The majority of the 
smaller species—up to about 2.8 inches (7 cm) 
standard length (SL)—are found in the western 
Pacific (11 species, with 19.
The epicenter of diversity for the larger, 
deepwater species—attaining a maximum SL 
of about 9 inches (22 cm) and living at depths 
in excess of 330 feet (100 meters)—is southern 
Japan, with seven species. Hawaii is also home 
to an endemic member of the genus, the aurora 
basslet ( As far as their depth distribution is 
concerned, many reef basslets are restricted 
to deep water. For example, some larger 
Liopropoma spp. of all sizes in this region).
Almost half of the smaller species from the Indo-
Pacific were described in a revision of the genus 
by Randall and Taylor in 1988 (five species, 
to be precise).L. aurora), while five species 
are reported from the tropical western Atlantic. 
Also, two species are known from the eastern 
Pacific. The last two species described were 
given names in 2012: Randall’s reef basslet 
(L. randalli), from the Arabian Sea and eastern 
Indonesia, and the Cape Verdes basslet (L. 
emanueli), from the Cape Verde Islands in the 
Eastern Atlantic. A number of other species are 
currently awaiting description. Liopropoma (e.g., 
L. japonicum, L. lunulatum, and L. maculatum) 
are restricted to rubble and patch reef bottoms 
at depths in excess of 330 feet (100 meters). 

One species, L. erythraeum, is found at depths 
where only submersibles dare go, up to 3300 
feet (1000 meters) deep. Others are regularly 
found in the shallows (e.g., the pinstripe basslet 
[L. susumi] and Swissguard basslet [L. rubre]), 
and still others are occasionally found at lesser 
depths but tend to be more abundant on deep 
reefs, in excess of 100 feet (33 meters). For 
example, both the Swissguard and candy basslet 
(L. carmabi) have been found intermingling at 
depths as shallow as 40 feet (12 meters) off 
the island of Dominica, but L. carmabi is most 
common in 165 feet (50 meters) of water or 
more.

Reef Basslet Physical Traits
How about their physical characteristics? All of 
the reef basslets are elongate with a pointed 
snout and a broad head that is almost flat on top. 
Two very interesting Liopropoma features are the 
tubular nostrils and the series of sensory pores 
on the head. Most of the smaller Liopropoma 
have two distinct dorsal fins. However, some 
larger members of the genus have a single, 
continuous fin (these may be placed in the genus 
Pikea in the future). To make matters a bit more 
confusing, Swale’s reef basslet (L. swalesi), 
which is more similar to smaller members of the 
genus than the potential Pikea spp., also has a 
continuous dorsal fin.

Below: Liopropoma swalesi
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Gender and Spawning
The members of the genus are 
gonochorists (that is, they do not 
change sex), but many of their 
close relatives are simultaneous 
hermaphrodites. It is thought that 
gonochorism in the There has 
been some success getting them 
to spawn in captivity, but no one 
has yet raised the larvae and 
offered them for sale. Speaking 
of Liopropoma evolved from a 
hermaphrodite relative. At least 
two species (L. mowbrayi and 
L. rubre) have been observed 
courting or spawning at dusk. 
They make a quick dash above 
the substrate and release their 
eggs into the water column.
Liopropoma larvae, they are 
distinct, spectacular little 
creatures, sporting a long dorsal 
fin. In some species, the spine 
comes complete with dangling 
ornamentation.

Reef Basslets Go Mainstream
Aquarists have been more 
fortunate than non-aquarium-
keeping aquanauts when it comes 
to So, why the sudden increased 
availability? There are several 
reasons to explain it. First of all, 
the popularity of reef aquariums 
resulted in a shift in the types of 
fishes being collected. Back in 
the 1960s, ’70s, and even early 
’80s, larger, showy fish were all 
the rage. The vast majority of 
North American aquarists had 
fish-only tanks, and most of 
them were home to lionfishes, 
anemonefishes, angelfishes, 
butterflyfishes, surgeonfishes, 
triggerfishes, puffers, and so on. 
Smaller, attractive fishes were 
just not as sought after by most, 
so they were not targeted by 
collectors.
When aquarists started devoting 
their tanks to growing coral 
gardens, there was a change in 
the kinds of fishes aquarists were 
interested in. Reefkeepers started 
looking for smaller fish species 
that did not harm the ornamental 
critters included in these invert-rich 

systems. The anthias, dottybacks, 
zooplankton-feeding wrasses, 
gobies, dartfishes, dragonets, and 
blennies started receiving more 
and more attention, and collectors 
became aware of this demand. 
Today, you can look at any fish 
wholesaler price list and see 
almost as many diminutive, “reef-
safe” species as you do large, 
showy fishes.
The Several years after reef 
aquariums exploded onto the 
marine scene, courageous 
collectors began seeking out 
rare species on deep reefs in the 

tropical western Atlantic. Rather 
than breathing compressed air, 
these individuals began employing 
more modern diving techniques 
that would allow them more 
time at depth (namely trimix and 
rebreathers). It turns out there are 
some pretty amazing
The final chapter in the 
Liopropoma encounters. While 
these fish were once few and 
far between in the aquarium 
industry (with only one species, 
the Swissguard basslet, showing 
up rarely), now a number of 
species are commonly seen in the 

Above: Liopropoma incandescens

Below: Liopropoma mitratum
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ornamental fish trade. Liopropoma 
rode this reef-safe tsunami, and 
at a least one species (e.g., our 
good buddy L. rubre) began 
showing up with even greater 
regularity.Liopropoma that prefer 
deep reef slopes, including the 
incomparable candy basslet. 
Most of these Liopropoma were 
exported to Japan, where they 
were sold for big money. A few 
wafts made it into the North 
American market (e.g., in 1997, 
I bought an L. carmabi that was 
missing one pectoral fin for around 
$400). While not collecting fish for 
the aquarium trade, deep-diving 
ichthyophiles, like Dr. Richard Pyle 
and John Earle, were collecting 
a handful of new western Pacific 
Liopropoma at this same time, 
in that area of the deep reef 
referred to as the “Twilight Zone.” 
Liopropoma saga began about 
10 years ago. This was when the 
little-known Swale’s reef basslet 
(L. swalesi) began showing up in 
aquarium stores. When the genus 
was revised in 1988, this fish 
was known from four specimens 
and no photos were available 
of live specimens. It was being 
peddled as a “poor man’s” candy 
basslet. While not as stunning as 
L. carmabi, it was only about one-
tenth the price. As they became 
even more available, the price 

dropped until they were about the 
same cost as the ever-present 
Swissguard basslet. Not long 
after, L. swalesi began showing 
up with some regularity, so too 
did a number of other Indo-Pacific 
congeners, including a couple of 
species that had yet to be formerly 
described (e.g., yellowtail reef 
basslets). To date, I have seen 12 
different species in the aquarium 
trade.

Questionable Collection 
Methods
It seems logical that the chemical 
of choice in the western Pacific 
would be sodium cyanide. This 
can be lethal not only to some of 
the targeted species, but also to 
other organisms that share their 
refuges. More sophisticated fish 
collectors and scientists use other 
chemicals with less deleterious 
side effects, such as clove oil 
(eugenol) and quinaldine, but 
these are more expensive and 
unavailable to poor fishermen in 
the Philippines and Indonesia.
I cannot help but wonder whether 
the popularity of the western 
Pacific There is another downside 
to the deepwater Liopropoma 
occurred, but how did it happen? 
As we discussed earlier, these 
are difficult fish to even find, 
let alone catch. While I have 

never been able to confirm 
this, I believe that the collectors 
became aware of the genus’ 
desirability and began using 
more aggressive (and potentially 
damaging) methods to capture 
these fishes. Because they are 
so secretive, I speculate that the 
only way to capture them in the 
numbers that we now see in the 
trade is to use a chemical to drive 
them out of their hiding places 
(as scientists use ichthyotoxins 
when sampling cryptic fish 
communities). Liopropoma 
has not been bad for certain 
microhabitats and the reclusive 
species that co-habit them along 
with the reef basslets. Another 
byproduct of the L. swalesi blitz 
has been that other very cryptic 
fishes have been showing up, 
including soapfishes in the 
genus Suttonia, the spiny basslet 
(Belonepterygion fasciolatum), 
and more pseudochromoid fishes 
in the genera Lubbockichthys 
and Pseudoplesiops. Liopropoma 
coming out of the western 
Pacific—namely, the two species 
that are pink with yellow tails, 
both of which are awaiting formal 
description. Because these are 
harvested at greater depths, 
properly decompressing the fish 
is critical. While I have not kept 
a “boatload” of yellow-tail reef 
basslets on which to base my 
conclusion, the specimens I have 
worked with all had swim bladder 
disorders, most likely resulting 
from improper decompression. 
These fish had a difficult time 
maintaining their position in the 
water column. When not secreted 
in a crevice, they would struggle 
to keep from floating upward and 
would swim with the tail at a higher 
level than the head. If you are 
tempted to acquire one of these 
fish, make sure it has been in 
captivity for a week or more before 
purchasing it, as this condition 
can take a while to develop. 
Fortunately, this does not tend 
to be a problem with deepwater 
Liopropoma collected in the 

Above: Liopropoma lunulatum
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“Many reef basslets seem to prefer steep reef drop-offs, which are often replete with expansive 
overhangs and large caves.”

western Atlantic.

A Fish with Special Needs
It is interesting to look at the “old” aquarium 
literature and see what they said about the reef 
basslets. For example, a book written in 1976 
(by Klocek and Kloman) says that I personally 
appreciate fish that are not as dauntless in their 
presentation. Audacious angelfishes that strut 
along the front aquarium glass soon begin to 
bore me. I like fish you have to work to observe, 
or that offer only an occasional glimpse. Such 
fish rarely overstay their welcome, because you 
often forget they’re in the tank.
Of course, not everyone shares my opinion. 
If you do like more showy fishes, choose your 
You are going to be able to enjoy these hyper-
secretive species more if you keep them in a 
nano-reef aquarium. It is simply easier to find 
them in a smaller tank. If you do house them in 
a larger reef tank, try searching for them during 
the crepuscular phase of your aquarium light 
cycle (i.e., when the blue actinics are the only 
lights on over the tank), with all other lights in 
the room extinguished. You can also replicate 
the deep reef habitat that many of these fish are 
accustomed to by simply illuminating the tank 
with less-intense lights (e.g., actinics only). In 

this way, your more secretive reef basslet will 
spend more time in the open. One last thought 
on this subject: Even the most showy L. carmabi 
“is very delicate in captivity, and acclimates 
to prepared foods with difficulty.” The author 
goes on to say that other species in the genus 
“are infrequently offered to aquarists due to 
the delicate nature and rarity of the fishes.” In 
the pre-reef days, this may have been another 
reason the few Liopropoma available never 
gained popularity with aquarists. Placing a 
smaller reef basslet in an aquarium with big, bold 
fish and relatively few hiding places equates to 
a death sentence for these relatively peaceful, 
timid fish. In the invertebrate aquarium, the reef 
basslet found a comfy home, more similar to its 
natural microhabitat—that is, lots of crevices and 
small caves in which to skulk.Liopropoma spp. 
carefully. While all are very secretive in the wild, 
they vary in their reclusiveness in captivity. For 
example, the candy and ridgeback reef basslets 
are relatively bold as Liopropoma go. In contrast, 
Collette’s (L. collettei) and Swale’s reef basslets 
are very reclusive. To give you an example of 
how withdrawn they can be, I have a friend who 
has an L. swalesi in a 75-gallon (284-liter) reef 
tank. He sees the fish about once a month, and 
he once went for several months without seeing 
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it at all. In fact, he was sure it was 
dead! Liopropoma species is not 
likely to be seen much if the tank 
is situated in a high-traffic area, 
and none of these fishes will be as 
showy as an angel or butterflyfish.

No-Fuss Feeding
Feeding these highly withdrawn 
fishes would seem to present 
problems, but somehow, most 
individuals seem to find enough 
to eat. No doubt, they prey upon 
small crustaceans, and possibly 
worms, that reproduce and grow 
among the live rock. They may 
also snap up the occasional 
morsel introduced for their more-
showy neighbors. If you are 
worried about feeding a reef 
basslet you have not seen, you 
may try to direct some food into 
its favorite hangouts. Feeding is 
always easier in a nano-reef, and 
this is one reason I think they are 
best suited to this captive venue. 
They will eat frozen mysid shrimp, 
vitamin-enriched brine shrimp, 
and various other fish foods. 
The larger species, which are 
not as common in the aquarium 
trade, will eat ornamental shrimps 
and even fish they can swallow 
whole, while adults of some of the 
smaller species are a threat to 
nano gobies and other Lilliputian 
tankmates.

Timid but Intriguing
If you have not taken the plunge 
yet and kept one of these shadow 
dwellers, I would say you have 
missed out on learning more about 
a very fascinating group of fishes. 
Sure, you may not see them all 
the time and, in some venues, 
they may perish prematurely, but if 
placed in the right setting, they can 
be long-lived, intriguing piscine 
pets.
But there is a secret underworld 
on coral reefs that most divers 
are unaware of—the cryptic 
ichthyofauna that live deep in 
reef caves, cracks, and crevices. 
This reclusive group includes 
many eels, brotulids, cuskeels, 

scorpionfishes, perchlets, 
soapfishes, roundheads, 
pseudochromoids, cardinalfishes, 
and gobies that may have 
never been seen by human 
eyes because of their secretive 
lifestyles. Another group of fishes 
that belong to this cryptic clan but 
can make fascinating aquarium 
residents are the reef basslets of 
the genus.
Many reef basslets seem to 
prefer steep reef drop-offs, which 
are often replete with expansive 
overhangs and large caves. The 
diver is unlikely to even encounter 

one of these fishes unless he 
or she employs a flashlight to 
illuminate their lairs. When caught 
in the glare of a diver’s light, a 
reef basslet may stay still for a few 
seconds, but will quickly regain 
its composure and begin dashing 
about looking for another shadowy 
hideout. There is also a chance 
you may see a reef basslet at the 
opening of a crevice, especially 
at dusk, when they tend to show 
themselves as they search for 
potential mates. For example, I 
have seen individual Swissguard 
basslets.

Above: Liopropoma rubre

Below:Liopropoma collettei
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Magnificent
Mollies!

Freshwater

Da lady at da fish sto’ tol’ me dat da 
big black one is pregnant and gonna 
have babies soon,” so said my Cajun 

uncle Bobby from Lafayette, Louisiana, when 
he presented me with a few fish right after 
Christmas more than 50 years ago. Uncle Bobby 
had seen the 10-gallon aquarium that I received 
as a Christmas present and wanted to buy a few 
fish for my new hobby.

My parents were less than thrilled by this news. 
They wanted only male fishes for my new tank so 
it wouldn’t be overrun by additional fishes. But, 
just as promised, the “big black one,” a robust 
female black molly, soon delivered about a dozen 
tiny, plump babies. They were removed from the 
aquarium and placed in a small plastic container, 
and the rest, as they say, is history. So began 
my relationship with livebearers in general and 

By: Bill Allen

“If you are a beginning aquarist, you will be fascinated by the colors 
and varieties of the mollies at your local pet store and will surely find 

one that can pique your interest.”
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mollies in particular, which has 
lasted over 50 years.
Mollies are among the most 
common fishes in any local fish 
store, and for good reason. They 
come in an astonishing array of 
colors, sizes, and fin shapes. 
Some of the wild varieties are a 
bit finicky and can be a challenge 
to find and keep, but many of the 
domestic varieties are very hardy 
and can stand quite a few of the 
mistakes that beginners might 
make.

Two Types of Mollies
The name “molly” is derived from 
their previous scientific name, 
Mollienisia. Mollies are now 
lumped into the genus Poecilia, 
which includes guppies and limias 
(a relatively uncommon Caribbean 
livebearer), among other lesser-
known fishes. You can still find 
references to Mollienisia as the 
genus in which all mollies belong 
in some of the older aquarium 
literature.

Sail-Fin Mollies
Mollies can be separated into two 
groups: sail-fin mollies and short-
fin mollies. The sail-fin mollies 
consist of three species: Poecilia 
velifera, P. latipinna, and P. 
petenensis. P. latipinna is native to 
the southern United States, from 
South Carolina to Texas along 
the Gulf Coast. My hometown of 
Shreveport, Louisiana is home 
to wild sail-fin mollies, although 
this area is not cited in any of the 
standard references and we are 
hundreds of miles from the coast. 
The wild green sail-fin molly was 
among the first small fishes kept in 
captivity.
The other two species of sail-
fin mollies, P. velifera and P. 
petenensis, are both from Central 
America and are not native to 
the US. Pure examples of these 
species are difficult to find; they 
are usually available only from 
specialized breeders.
The males of these species have 
beautiful high, broad dorsal fins 

that they display during their 
elaborate courting dance. Unlike 
the finnage of hi-fin swordtails, 
platies, or fancy guppies, these 
big, beautiful fins are a natural trait 
and not the result of domesticated 
breeding programs. Watching 
several male sail-fin mollies vie 
for the attention of a female in a 
well-lit tank is a thing of beauty. 
An even greater treat is to see 
the males do so in the wild. Males 
will also spar and chase one 
another, but permanent damage 
is seldom done. Being a flashy 
dancer and dresser for the ladies 

has a high cost, however; it also 
attracts predators and raises the 
fish’s chances of being eaten 
by them! So, some male mollies 
never develop the beautiful broad 
dorsal but instead keep a low 
profile, schooling with and mating 
with the females. These are called 
“sneaky” males (Luckner, 1979).
In the wild, all three of these 
species have a greenish-gray body 
color. When courting, the males 
will flash brilliant blue and their 
bodies take on a gold overcast. 
But in the wild, sometimes the 
occasional fish can be caught with 

“quite a few mollies were found with varying amounts of random black 
blotches. These mollies are called “marbled mollies” and are available as a 

color form today.”
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black markings.
One reference cites an aquarist named 
“Crescenty in New Orleans” as breeding the 
first black mollies (Jacobs, 1973). However, I 
don’t believe that a man named Crescenty ever 
existed. Instead, several breeders worked on the 
project independently in the late 20s to early 30s, 
one of the first being Bill Schomberg of Crescent 
Fish Farm (see the similarity?) in New Orleans. 
Contemporaries of Mr. Schomberg remember 
him having black mollies “as big and fat as Polish 
sausages.” Schomberg also caught and sold 
wild sail-fin green mollies. Other commercial 
fish farmers breeding black mollies included 
Florida fish farmers Jack Beater and Bill Sternke 
(Socolof, 1996).

Short-Fin Mollies
The second group of mollies is short-fin mollies. 
The males of these fishes never develop the 
broad, high dorsal of the other three species. 
Even the females have a shorter dorsal fin base 
than the females of the sail-fin species. At one 
time, most short-fin mollies were collectively 
called “Poecilia sphenops,” but in the last few 

 “As magnificent as a sail-fin molly is, the sail-fin trait is found 
naturally in wild mollies. There is great variation in the size of 

the sail fin, but it is still a natural trait. ”

years, the scientific splitters have been at work 
dividing the shortfin mollies into several different 
species, including P. mexicana, P. latipunctata, P. 
salvatoris, and more.

Fancy Domesticated Varieties
All of the mollies in both of these groups readily 
hybridize with each other, yielding possibilities 
for the dedicated selective breeder. Mollies have 
occasionally hybridized with their close relatives, 
the guppies, although the offspring appear to be 
sterile and thus not useful as breeding material. 
To the best of my knowledge, mollies have not 
been crossed with swordtails or platies. It is very 
doubtful that any of the fancy types described 
below have swordtail genes in their pedigrees.

Colors
Even in nature, mollies are sometimes found with 
black blotches. The blackest fish were bred to 
each other until a solid black fish was developed. 
In the process, quite a few mollies were found 
with varying amounts of random black blotches. 
These mollies are called “marbled mollies” and 
are available as a color form today. I have also 
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“The amount and placement of the blotches varies tremendously from one 
fish to another, and when these fish are bred to each other, babies ranging 

from solid black to no black and all variations in between are produced.”

seen marbled mollies sold as 
“salt-and-pepper” or “Dalmatian” 
mollies. When the black coloration 
is arranged as streaks rather 
than blotches, the fish is often 
designated as a “harlequin.” 
Marbling can also be found on 
many of the other colors described 
below, so you can find marbled 
gold mollies, marbled 24-carat 
gold dust mollies, and so forth. 
The amount and placement of 
the blotches varies tremendously 
from one fish to another, and when 
these fish are bred to each other, 
babies ranging from solid black 
to no black and all variations in 
between are produced.
Albinism is a trait expressed when 
no color pigment is produced. 
True albinos are a golden-yellow 
color. The hallmark of a true albino 
is pink eyes. Some of these fish 
also retain bright iridescent flecks, 
which give them a truly wonderful 
appearance. These flecks, called 
iridophores, differ from normal 
pigment cells and are thus not 
affected by albinism.
A Florida fish farmer once told me 
that albino mollies are difficult to 
raise in outdoor ponds because 
their bright color, combined with 
poor eyesight, makes them easy 
prey for wading birds, the scourge 
of outdoor fish farmers. This story 
may be apocryphal, but it makes 
sense.
Although true albinos have pink 
eyes, some fish display a reduced 
but not total lack of pigment. 
These fish are called “leucanistic” 
or semi-albino. My favorite of 
these fish is the gold molly, which 
has the beautiful yellow-gold 
coloration of an albino but still has 
dark eyes.
Some gold mollies appear to have 
scales edged in red. This unusual 
but very beautiful color is called 
“sunburst.” I’ve seen sunburst 
mollies with golds that are almost 
cream in color. A similar color 
is called “creamsickle,” which 
is almost identical to that of the 
frozen confection.
Sometimes all pigments except 

one are eliminated. This appears 
to be the case of the silver molly. 
Since the natural form of the molly 
usually has a silvery background 
with green and some other colors, 
eliminating all pigment except the 
silver results in a fish with a pure 
silvery color.
Another beautiful gold-colored 
variety is the 24-carat gold molly. 
Most of these I have seen appear 
to be of the short-finned, possibly 
the P. sphenops, variety. This is 
a very bright, almost shiny, gold 
color that appears to be quite 
different from the gold molly 
previously described. The dark 
black eyes on this fish stand out 
remarkably against the shiny gold 
body. Many 24-carat gold mollies 

that I have seen have varying 
amounts of marbling, which is 
very attractive against the gold 
background.
I have also seen mollies with 
a brown, not black, coloration 
that is almost identical to a 
chocolate Labrador retriever. 
Not surprisingly, these fish are 
called “chocolate mollies.” There 
are even some mollies with red 
in them, which is very unusual. I 
am not sure how this color variety 
originated.

Fancy Finnage
As magnificent as a sail-fin 
molly is, the sail-fin trait is found 
naturally in wild mollies. There is 
great variation in the size of the 
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Above: Various colour morphs of the Molly

Below: A group of Calico Balloon Mollies

sail fin, but it is still a natural trait. 
In much of the older literature, 
mention is made of the difficulty of 
obtaining really nice sail-fin mollies 
in captivity, but it can be done. 
It appears that the mollies need 
uncrowded conditions and good 
water quality. Dr. Joanne Norton 
once recommended six to eight in 
a 30-gallon tank. Good male sail-
fin mollies also need a longer time 
to mature (Norton, 1975).
In addition to the natural sail-fin 
trait, there are several finnage 
varieties that have been produced 
from “sports,” or mutations, 
that have been carefully fixed 
and bred into other mollies. In 
the lyretail, the top and bottom 
ends of the caudal fin extend 
beyond the middle of the fin, 
similar to a lyretail swordtail. 
The best specimens display a 
wide, clean arc with no broken, 
bent, or damaged fin rays. But 
although lyretail swordtails are 
usually unable to breed because 
of deformities in the gonopodium 
(modified anal fin that constitutes 
the male sex organ of most 
livebearers), lyretail mollies 
generally are able to breed.
Also available are veiltail mollies 
that have a large, wide tail similar 
to the tail of a veiltail guppy. In 
a really fine specimen, the tail 
can be as much as 2½ inches 
wide. I have also seen the word 
“guppytail” applied to veiltail 
mollies but am uncertain as to 
whether this is a separate trait 
or simply another word for the 
same trait. In a 1973 issue of 
Livebearers,Dr. Norton published 
a hand-drawn chart illustrating 
these different fin types, which 
has remained similar since then 
(Norton, 1973).
Color and finnage are inherited 
separately, so just about any color 
can be bred into just about any fin 
shape, thus increasing the number 
of possible molly varieties.

Balloon Mollies
An unusual man-made variety of 
molly is the balloon molly. This 
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is a small molly with an extremely distended 
abdominal cavity. Some aquarists treat these fish 
as deformed freaks and state that keeping them 
is cruel. The balloon mollies I have seen are as 
healthy and lively as any other mollies. It might 
be wise to be careful placing them with other 
aggressive fish, as their distorted body shape 
may limit their ability to feed. Simply keep an 
eye on them and be sure they are getting their 
share at meal time (Glass, 1997). Once again, 
the balloon trait can be bred into other molly 
finnages and color traits, once again increasing 
the number of molly varieties.

Mollies for All
If you are a beginning aquarist, you will be 
fascinated by the colors and varieties of the 
mollies at your local pet store and will surely 
find one that can pique your interest. If you are 
a seasoned old hand, you can keep one of the 
more exotic wild strains of molly or try developing 
and fixing your own unique fancy strain. 
Wherever you are in this hobby, there is definitely 
a molly for you!

“some male mollies never develop the beautiful broad dorsal but instead keep a low profile, schooling with 
and mating with the females. These are called “sneaky” males”
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Marine

By: James W. Fatherree, M.Sc

Crabs In The 
Marine Aquarium

“I’ll give you some basic information about crabs in general and cover 
the more common types you’ll likely come across. Hopefully it will help 

you decide what to buy or not buy, or what to leave in or get out.”

There are quite a few types of crabs offered 
to hobbyists, and there are occasional 
hitchhiking crabs that make their way into 

our tanks without our approval, too. Some of 
these are suitable for reef aquariums and aren’t 
likely to bother other tank inhabitants, but many 
of them are not, and some are rather iffy. So, it’s 
important to know what crabs are okay and which 
aren’t. Unfortunately, while there are a few good 

ones, most of them are definitely off limits for reef 
aquarists, so I’ll give you some basic information 
about crabs in general and cover the more 
common types you’ll likely come across. Hopefully 
it will help you decide what to buy or not buy, or 
what to leave in or get out.
Before getting into the particulars, I do need to 
point out that not all crabs are really crabs. The 
name is applied to a variety of arthropods that 
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Crabs In The 
Marine Aquarium

Above: Mithrax Crab

Left Main: Sally Lightfoot Crab

Below: Decorator Crab

bear common features, but some of 
these are just cousins of the “true” 
crabs, such as horseshoe crabs, 
which are actually more closely 
related to spiders and scorpions. 
True crabs are crustaceans, but 
horseshoes are chelicerates. 
Really, this is a taxonomic detail 
that isn’t very important when 
trying to determine which are good 
or bad though, as there are often 
greater differences between the 
overall characteristics of two true 
crabs than there is between some 
true crabs and their cousins. But, I 
figure I should point it out anyway.
Regardless, the next thing to note 
is that many crabs (true ones and 
the others) are omnivorous and 
will often eat just about anything. 
Some may eat a particular sort 
of preferred food as long as it is 
present, but even these can switch 
to something else in times of need. 
For example, a hypothetical crab 
that eats nuisance algae day in and 
day out may switch to eating your 
snails within minutes if it ever runs 
out of algae to eat. So, you’d have 
to make sure that it always had 
plenty of algae to eat if you planned 
on keeping your snails.
Likewise, as much as I hate to use 
words like “usually”, “typically”, 
“may”, etc., the fact of the matter 
is that the behavior of various 
crabs can often vary greatly from 
individual to individual, as well. 
There are many crabs that are safe 
with various other invertebrates and 
okay to keep in reef aquariums that 
can turn into a problem, yet some of 
those that are considered to be off 
limits may never bother anything at 
all as long as they’re provided with 
plenty of food. My point is, even if 
a crab is supposed to be reef-safe, 
you should still keep a watchful 
eye on it and see what it does for a 
while just to be sure.
Lastly, it’s also important to keep 
in mind that even very small crabs 
may feed on very small animals 
that you want to keep alive in 
your aquarium. This is of special 
importance to hobbyists that have 
systems set up with quality live 

rock and/or deep sand beds full 
of tiny organisms like worms and 
such, which can become the staple 
of choice for a juvenile predatory 
crab. If you have such a system, 
don’t make the mistake of thinking 
that a small uninvited crab is 
nothing to worry about due to its 
size. Over time the damage to the 
populations of other like-size things 
can be serious.
With that said, now I’ll get to the 
specifics:

Mithrax Crabs: Mithrax spp. and 
Mithraculus spp.
Mithrax crabs are one of the most 
commonly available types of crab, 
which are quite popular due to their 
algae-eating habits, especially the 
green emerald crab Mithraculus 
sculptus. They can be quite helpful, 
as they’ll rove around, out of sight 
for the most part, eating unwanted 
Valonia and Ventricaria (bubble 
algae). These crabs will also eat 
many other sorts of algae, but 
they’re still omnivores nonetheless. 
So, make sure they get plenty of 
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green food or they may decide 
to munch on something else. 
In addition, while most stay 
relatively small (those in the genus 
Mithraculus) there are some that 
will grow to much larger sizes 
(those in the genus Mithrax) and 
may need to be removed at some 
point, as they are more likely to 
pose a threat to other invertebrates 
and may even catch and eat small 
fishes.

Sally Lightfoot Crabs: Percnon 
gibbesi
Sally Lightfoots, which are also 
called spray crabs, are also 
regularly available. They’re 
also primarily algae eaters in 
aquariums, and have been used 
by hobbyists for years to help keep 
things cleaned up. But, again, 
they’ll eat meat if the opportunity/
need arises. They may go for other 
small invertebrates, and big ones 
may even try for small fishes, too. 
Years ago I heard of one that would 
perch on top of a tall rock and leap 
out at small fishes that swam close 
by! This is not a common behavior, 
though. Regardless, they’ll be fine 
in fish-only aquariums if the fishes 
are big enough to take care of 
themselves, but you’d be taking a 
chance putting one in an aquarium 
with other small invertebrates.

Arrow Crabs: Stenorhynchus 
spp.
Arrow crabs are also regularly 
seen for sale, most commonly 
Stenorhynchus seticornis, which is 
another of the most popular species 
around. At first glance they appear 
to be some sort of long-legged 
spider, but they have a distinctive 
snout, called a rostrum, that projects 
from the front of their shell. They’re 
carnivores that will eat any sorts of 
meaty foods including other small 
invertebrates, especially bristle 
worms and feather duster worms, 
and they’ve been known to go after 
small sleeping fishes when given 
the chance, as well. So, they’re 
fine in fish aquariums, if the fishes 
are big enough to take care of 

themselves, but again, I’d be wary 
of putting one in an aquarium with 
other small invertebrates.

Decorator Crabs: Stenocionops 
spp., Camposcia spp. and others
There are quite a few decorator 
crabs, all of which are recognized 
by their habits of taking small bits 
of algae, sponge, tunicates, and/
or various soft coral polyps and 
sticking them to their own shells 
in order to make an effective 
coat of living camouflage. Some 
are omnivores, but the majority 
seems to be carnivores, so these 
aren’t recommended in reef tanks, 
either. To stay decorated, they 
need a supply of things to decorate 
themselves with, but if you put them 
in a reef aquarium they may also 
cut up and even eat from the things 
they need, too. Some species also 
have very specific diets and will 
likely starve in captivity, so I do not 
recommend these for most folks.
Porcelain Crabs: Petrolisthes spp.
These are anomurans, rather than 
true crabs, and aren’t seen for 
sale that often. However, they’re 
found in live rock from time to time, 
especially in aquacultured Florida 
rock. These are quite unique, as 
they’re filter feeders that use special 
appendages to capture plankton. 
They have what appear to be little 
fans that they sweep through the 

water over and over, and pass 
whatever they catch to their mouth. 
They do have relatively large, 
flattened claws for their small size 
too, but these are apparently just 
for show and aren’t anything to be 
concerned with. They’ll eat some 
fish foods if offered, but they won’t 
bother anyone else. So, they’re fine 
for any aquarium setting.

Anemone Crabs: Neopetrolisthes 
maculata and ohshimai
These two species are also 
anomurans, and are also filter 
feeders that look a lot like their 
porcelain crab cousins. But, these 
two species have distinctive colors, 
being white with reddish-brown to 
almost black spots and speckles. As 
the name implies, they also live in 
close association with anemones, 
as they don’t get stung by them 
and may spend the better part of 
their life on one, crawling about 
the base and even through the 
tentacles. You may see one (or a 
mated pair) for sale with or without 
an anemone, but keep in mind that 
if they come with an anemone, the 
anemone will probably be much 
more difficult to keep alive than 
the crabs. If they don’t come with 
an anemone, you’ll need to provide 
one for them. Otherwise, you’ll 
likely never see them.
They’ll eat plankton if available, 

Above: Arrow Crab
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Above: Blue Eyed Coral Crab

Below: White Porcelain Anemone Crab

but they will also eat some fish 
foods if offered. They won’t bother 
anyone else, though. So, they’re 
fine for any aquarium setting as 
long as you can provide them with 
an appropriate host anemone. The 
carpet anemones (Stichodactyla 
spp.) work well, and are typically 
relatively hardy as far as anemones 
go.

Fiddler Crabs: Uca spp.
Every once in a while I come 
across some fiddler crabs for sale, 
but these are unsuitable for typical 
aquariums. The reason is that they 
normally live in the intertidal zone, 
where they dig burrows and spend 
much of their time out of water. 
The males have a greatly enlarged 
claw, which they use to attract 
mates and threaten potential male 
competitors, and all are omnivores 
that will eat meaty foods and 
algae. Because they spend much 
of their time out of water, these 
should only be kept in a specially 
designed aquarium that mimics the 
intertidal zone with a deep and soft 
substrate.

Stone Crabs: many genera and 
species
I doubt you’ll see any of these for 
sale, but hitchhiking juveniles are 
found in live rock at times. These 
get big though, and can be outright 
destructive, eliminating all sorts 
of creatures in no time if given 
a chance. They’re recognized 
by having exceptionally large, 
heavy claws that can easily crush 
the shells of clams and snails. 
And they do. They also have a 
bad habit of knocking over and 
intentionally rearranging rocks over 
and over, digging burrows all over 
the place, and being an all around 
real nuisance. None of them are 
suitable for reef aquariums.

Shame face/Box Crabs: Calappa 
spp. and Hepatus spp.
While I don’t recall ever seeing a 
stone crab for sale, I have seen 
small shame face/box crabs at 
shops from time to time. However, 

like the stone crabs, these will also 
get big. They also have large claws 
purpose built for breaking open 
shells, and can break open large 
snail shells in something of a can 
opener fashion. They’ll also bury 
themselves in sediments and stir 
everything up all the time, and are 
big enough to bowl over rocks and 
rearrange things, too. So, these 
aren’t suitable for reef aquariums, 
either.

Coral Crabs: Tetralia spp., 
Trapezia spp. and others
There are a number of small crabs 

that spend their lives in pairs, 
nestled between the branches of 
stony corals. Those in the genus 
Tetralia are most often found in 
Acropora colonies, while those of 
the genus Trapezia are most often 
found in Pocillopora colonies, and 
both are sometimes imported with 
these corals. So, you may get one 
unintentionally when you buy one of 
these corals, but most are nothing 
to worry about and are interesting 
and often colorful, too. While they 
are carnivores that will eat small 
meaty bits, they’re thought to dine 
on the mucus produced by the 
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corals that they live in too, but are 
commensal creatures that don’t do 
any actual harm to the corals.
Be aware that there are a few 
imposters that will feed on coral 
tissue, though. So, if you find a 
crab living in a coral and can’t 
positively identify it, be sure to 
watch its activities. If it appears to 
be eating the coral’s flesh, it should 
be removed immediately.

Small hermit Crabs: Many genera 
and species
Small-sized hermits, which are also 
anomurans, are regularly available 
at stores. The blue-legged hermit 
(Clibanarius tricolor) and the slightly 
larger scarlet hermit (Paguristes 
cadenati) being good examples. 
Many small hermits are very 
desirable, as they make great algae 
eaters that don’t cause problems, 
and they’re small enough that they 
don’t knock things over or disturb 
much of anything when they crawl 
all over rocks and such. However, 
there are some small ones that 
may be carnivores, which can kill 
other small invertebrates. So, if you 
can’t positively ID a small hermit 
and make sure it’s okay, be sure 
to keep a close watch on them. Do 
note that all of these will scavenge 
on meat if the opportunity arises 
though, so don’t be surprised if 
you ever find them dining on a 
deceased fish, snail, etc.

Big hermit Crabs: Many genera 
and species
Many hermits that are commonly 
seen for sale at stores can get 
much larger and much fancier 
in appearance, some being very 
beautiful animals. But don’t let 
their good looks fool you. They’re 
essentially all omnivores that 
can be a threat to many other 
invertebrates and small fishes, 
and are rarely suitable for reef 
aquarium life. Even those that are 
more mild-mannered may get large 
enough to knock things over/down 
with their shells when they crawl 
around, as well, as they tend to be 
a bit clumsy.

However, for fish-aquarium owners 
I highly recommend them and have 
kept hermits in just about every fish-
aquarium I’ve ever set up. If there’s 
nothing for them to do damage to, 
they make great pets and kids are 
especially fond of them. While the 
vast majority of crabs tend to keep 
a low profile, staying out of sight 
much of the time, hermits are much 
more likely to crawl about in the 
open and give you something to 
watch. They’re good at cleaning up 
fish food leftovers, too.

Horseshoe Crabs: Limulus 
polyphemus
These aren’t true crabs either, being 
merostomates, and while you might 
see small ones for sale from time 
to time, they probably shouldn’t be. 
These can easily grow to well over 
a foot in length, and spend most all 
of their time buried in sediments. 
They’re omnivorous, but eat 
primarily clams and worms which 
they find while digging around in 
the substrate, so in an aquarium 
they would require a lot of space, 
a very deep sand bed, and plenty 
of meaty food. Even juveniles 
can be harmful in reef aquariums 
with a deep sand bed, as they’ll 
eventually clear it of any beneficial 
worms and such. The bottom line is 

that these really aren’t suitable for 
reef aquariums, or typical non-reef 
aquariums, either.

Other Crabs
Well, there are plenty of others that 
show up here and there. Sometimes 
for sale, and sometimes not. In most 
cases, if you should happen to find 
one that you can’t identify, the best 
thing to do is figure out how to get 
it out. I’d think it is better to not take 
chances when in doubt. Of course, 
if you have a fish-aquarium full of 
fishes that are big enough to take 
care of themselves, there shouldn’t 
be any problem, but everyone else 
should take action to protect their 
other critters.
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* Open 7 days a week
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What size Koi 

should I buy?
By: Angela Beckx

There are 5 koi sizes that you can buy. Mini, 
small, medium, large and jumbo koi.  The 
size you decide on will often depend on the 

size of your pond and your budget.  If you have a 
large pond it is always a good idea to get a few 

larger koi to tame up the smaller ones. Often little 
koi get frightened and then tend to hide a lot and 
you don’t see them. If you get some larger Koi, the 
smaller koi will follow them around and before you 
know it, they will all be very friendly. 

KOI

“My advice would be to start off with a few smaller koi and let them 
settle in a new pond. Then after two weeks you can add some 

larger ones. Your filters will then start to begin maturing and your 
pond can manage more koi been added.” 
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Mini Koi:                                  
Mini Koi are under 20cm in length. The mini koi 
are best for people with small ponds that have 
good filtration and an air pump even if the pond 
is small.  Mini Koi are very fast growers and they 
don’t stay mini for that long. They change colours 
rapidly and the colours like the sumi will fluctuate 
a lot at this stage. Mini Koi are weaker than bigger 
koi as they are more susceptible to diseases and 
you need to keep a close watch on them to make 
sure they have good water quality and nutrition.

Small Koi:
Small Koi are 20 to 35cm in length.  Small Koi are 
stronger than the mini koi and are a very popular 
size that many koi keepers purchase. They have 
a lot more colour on them, but they are still too 
small to know if the colour you see will stage or 
fade. Look for bold patterns and not small patterns 
as the koi grows still you want to make sure the 
patterns stay and don’t just disappear as the fish 
grows. Make sure the Koi are plump and strong 
and feed them morning and nighttime.

Medium Koi:
The size Koi are 35-40cm in length. I enjoy the 
medium size koi group as you get good colours 
and patterns and the fish are not as shy as the 
smaller koi and interact with you. They often love 
to be hand feed at this size, and you can grow 
attached to them as they learn your body shape 
and often come to you as you walk to the pond 

at feeding time. Medium size Koi need ponds of 
10 000L or more if you are going to keep a few of 
them together.  Feed your koi with a good growth 
food mixed with some colour enhancer to promote 
their colours.

Large Koi:
Large Koi are 65-75cm in length.  These size 
Koi need to go into large koi ponds as they need 
the space to be able to swim around gracefully 
and not in circles in a pond that is too small for 
them. Koi of this size should go into ponds of 30 
000L and bigger.  Koi this size will be around 5 
years old and upwards.  Fish this large will need 
to have very good filtration as they will produce a 
lot of waste and require a lot of food to keep them 
healthy and happy. Large koi will take your breath 
away as they are so beautiful with bold colours 
and graceful swimming abilities, they will leave 
you breathless.

My advice would be to start off with a few smaller 
koi and let them settle in a new pond. Then after 
two weeks you can add some larger ones. Your 
filters will then start to begin maturing and your 
pond can manage more koi been added. I would 
recommend taking your water to your local koi 
store and test the water every week for a few 
weeks then you can purchase a test kit and test 
yourself to make sure your koi fish have perfect 
water quality at all time.
SAKKS Southern Cape Koi Show –  The Garden 

“If you have a large pond it is always a good idea to get a few larger koi to tame up the smaller ones. 
Often little koi get frightened and then tend to hide a lot and you don’t see them.”
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SAKKS Southern Cape Koi Show –  The Garden Route Mall, George 
on        the 21-22 March 
2020
                                                      Contact Phil Muller 082-851- 6404
 
SAKKS Free State Koi Show – Greenside Nursery,Langenhovenpark,
                                                  Bloemfontein on the 16-17 May 2020
                                                      Contact Charles Howard 083-264-0246
 
SAKKS South African National Koi Show – Cresta Centre, Randburg,                                     
                                                               Johannesburg on 30-31 May 2020
                                                      Contact Bronwyn Galgoczy 078-862-1154
 
SAKKS Eastern Cape Koi Show – Spargs, Beacon Bay, East London
                                                       on 4-5 July 2020
                                                       Contact Andre Le Roux  083-657-4761
 
SAKKS KwaZulu Natal Chapter Koi Show – Shongweni Club, Durban 
                                                                      on 1-2 August 2020
                                                        Contact Gerard Loumeau 083-630-6530
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Contact Siv 0833892369
 Talha 0834617550

South Africa’s leaders in Wild 
caught Rift lake Cichlids!

WWW.SAMAKIKINGS.COM

Availabilty List:
--------------------------------------
Cyathopharynx foai Kipili
Eretmodus Kipili
Tropheus bricardi Kipili
Paracyprichromis nigripinnis Mvuna Island
Boops Nkondwe Island
Sexfasciatus Nkondwe Island
Nasuta Kipili
Papilo Kipili
Bento tricoti
Ventralis Kipili
Leptosoma Nkondwe Island
Leptosoma Ulwile Island
Compressiceps Nkondwe Island
Cyprichromis sp Kipili Zebra
Cyprichromis sp Mvuna Island
Longiventralis Ulwile Island
Frontosa Mvuna Island
Neolamprologus cylindricus Mvuna Island
Julidochromis marksmithi Kipili
Neolamprologus brevianalis Mvuna Island


